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CA Advancing PREA:
CDCR Conservation Camps

Online Learning Module

CA Advancing PREA Overview
CALCASA and JDI offer support
and guidance to all CA rape
crisis centers on how to:
● Build strong relationships
with California Department
of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) staff.
● Create sustainable
agreements and protocols
for the provision of victim
services to survivors.

Purpose of the Prison Rape
Elimination Act (PREA)
● To eliminate sexual abuse in corrections and
law enforcement facilities
● To increase accountability of
corrections agencies
● To give incarcerated survivors the same
level of care as those in the community
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CDCR Conservation Camps
● There are 44 camps,
including 3 female and 1
youth camp
● Each of the adult camps
is operated by one of 5
CDCR institutions
● Facility PCMs are also
responsible for the
conservation camps
operated by the prison
Photo: CDCR website

Inmate Firefighters
● Participation in the
conservation camp
program is an earned
privilege
● Certain convictions
disqualify inmates from
participating program
● Inmates receive the
same training from
CALFIRE as seasonal
firefighters in the
community do

Photo: Josh Edelson/AFP/Getty Images

Life of an Inmate Firefighter
● Camps are more open
environments than prisons
● Inmates perform intense
physical labor in long shifts
● CDCR firefighters earn
$1 an hour and $2 a day
● CDCR firefighters are
banned from firefighting
jobs after release

Photo credit: Sandy Huffaker/Getty Images
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Connection to Your Work
● Your agency has an
MOU with one of the
five CDCR facilities
overseeing the camps
● Survivors living at
camps may reach out
to your agency via
hotline and letter

Photo credit: Associated Press

Considerations
● Letters may originate
from outside your
service area
● Firefighting duties may
cause additional delays
in letter writing
● Forensic exams occur
at the nearest available
location to the camp or
work location

Photo credit: Adam Tanner/Reuters

● A survivor’s desire to keep
living in the camp may
be a barrier to reporting

Next Steps
● Provide training for
staff and volunteers
answering hotline
and letters
● Connect with the
parent facility PCM,
who is also responsible for
PREA compliance
at the camps

Photo credit: Jennifer Cappuccio Maher, Inland Valley Daily Bulletin/SCNG

● Ensure your agency’s
information is available and
posted at the camps
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Printable References

Confidential Follow Up Services
● When Evidence Code
1035.4 is written on the
envelope, MOU states
it will be treated as
confidential

● RCC phone numbers
are programmed into
conservation camp parent
facility phone systems to
be treated as toll-free,
non-recorded, and
non-monitored

Further Reading
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Resources
● Webinars
○ Receiving Calls from Incarcerated Survivors
○ Meaningful Written Correspondence
for Incarcerated Survivors
● Find other resources for specifically developed for
advocates working inside CDCR at:
www.calcasa.org/what-we-do/advocacy/prea/

New Toolkit for
CA RCC Advocates
Access for All:
A Guide to Serving
Incarcerated Survivors

We are here to support you:
prea@calcasa.org
or
advocate@justdetention.org
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